Abstract. Snow is a familiar scene in the Nordic countries during the winter months. This paper discusses some of the complex numerical algorithms behind snow simulations. Previous methods for snow simulation have either covered only a very limited aspect of snow, or have been unsuitable for real-time performance. Here, some of these methods are combined into a model for real-time snow simulation that handles snowflake motion through the air, wind simulation, as well as accumulation of snow on objects including the ground. With our goal towards achieving realtime performance with more than 25 frames per second, some new parallel methods for the snow model are introduced. The algorithms are first parallelized by dividing the data structures among threads. This scheme is then improved by overlapping inherently sequential algorithms with computations for the following frame, to eliminate processor idle time. SMP and multi-core systems are considered.
Introduction
Realistic visualization of natural phenomena has been subject to intensive research for decades. Together with the tremendous increase in compute power, this has indeed resulted in beautiful imagery both in still images, animations, and computer games. Still, there is an ever present demand for further developments in the field with respect to both realism and speed, as well as utilization of the seemingly ever increasing power available in today's computer hardware.
Snow, a familial natural phenomenon in the Nordic countries, has the ability to completely change the mood and appearance of a scene. From a computer graphics point of view, snow can therefore be used to create evocative and realistic looking scenes. Despite this great visual significance, realistic and real-time snow modeling has been given little attention in computer graphics research.
The main characteristic of today's microprocessor design is the increased level of parallelism. As the dual-and multi-core processors are entering the consumer market with full momentum, parallelism traditionally found only on high-end servers and supercomputers is becoming available for the man on the street. This introduces new challenges with respect to exploiting these new architectures for maximum performance.
This paper presents new methods for utilizing parallel computer systems to achieve real-time performance of already known algorithms for snow visualization. These algorithms are analyzed with respect to the real-time requirement, visual quality and parallel efficiency. Finally, an optimized, parallel implementation of these algorithms is presented.
Previous Work

Falling Snow
Two main approaches can be found in previous work on rendering falling snow; billboards and particle systems. Billboard techniques creates the appearance of snow by rendering an image of snow on a distant object, or on a transparent plane in front of the camera. The effect of falling snow in real-time can also be obtained by rendering snowflakes to a texture that is composited onto the scene [1] .
On the other hand, the particle system approach [2] is the most physically realistic, as it treats each individual snowflake as an object whose motion is determined by the influence of various forces in 3D. This requires that each snowflake is handled separately for updating and rendering, and is more expensive in terms of processing power.
Moeslund et al. [3] use a physically based model for the forces acting on falling snowflakes that is based on the particle system approach. The model identifies four main forces; drag, lift, gravity, and buoyancy. The drag force is the result of the difference in speed between the object and the surrounding air:
The direction of the force is the same as V fluid , which is the velocity of the surrounding fluid. m snow is the mass of the snowflake, and V max,z is the maximum velocity the snowflake achieves when falling freely in the z-direction (upwards). The lift force is the cause of the seemingly random side to side motion of heterogeneous falling objects, and is modeled as a spiral path. Gravity and buoyancy are constant forces. These forces are finally combined with Newton's second law of motion, to calculate new positions for the snowflakes for each frame.
Wind
Wind is of the utmost importance in order to simulate the motion of snowflakes. The basic idea is to simulate a wind field, or more specific, a velocity field, to simulate the force that the air exerts on the snowflakes. Notice that the wind velocity is needed in Equation (1) . Two main methods have been identified for wind simulation; Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and the Lattice Boltzmann Model (LBM).
CFD is based on the idea of simplifying the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) to make them computationally feasible for fluid simulations. Much work has been performed in this area. A numerical finite-difference scheme for solving the NSE is introduced in [4] . This scheme is improved in [5] that presents an unconditionally stable method for the finite-difference term, and a method to compensate for numerical dissipation is presented in [6] .
LBM takes a different path, by building on the concept of lattice gas automata. This is discussed in detail in [7] and a method that uses the GPU (graphics processing unit) to achieve real-time performance is discussed in [8] .
Accumulating Snow
There are many different approaches to the visualization of a snow cover. Two important distinctions can made based on the methods found in previous work; the amount of necessary computing resources, and how much work is needed beforehand by the modeler to place the snow. The most common technique is to use textures with snow patterns to make objects snow-like. While being simple and cheap, it does not look very realistic, works only for small amounts of snow, and requires much manual work to place the textures beforehand.
One method uses hardware accelerated features of the GPU to generate a snow cover texture on objects exposed to the sky and requires no extra modeling effort [9] . Another method places height matrices on all surfaces that can receive snow, to store the snow depth [10] . When snowflakes hit a surface, the nearest height value is increased. To render the scene, triangulations are created from the height matrices, and rendered using Gouraud shading by means of OpenGL's functionality to efficiently do so. Both of these methods work in real-time.
Of the methods not intended for real-time rendering, the most successful one generates a thick snow blanket on the scene with minimum modeler interaction, taking advanced features such as avalanches into consideration [11] . Another method [12] uses the fluid simrrulation from [6] to calculate how the accumulating snow is affected by wind. Snow is accumulated by storing the snow depth on the horizontal surface of voxels marked as occupied.
Parallel Methods for Visualization of Snow
The literature is sparse with respect to the direct application of parallel computing to snow simulation. A CM-2 supercomputer has been used to simulate a particle system [2] . The unconditionally stable fluid simulation [5] has been parallelized [13] . Optimized, parallel algorithms for visual simulation of smoke, based on [6] , are discussed in [14] . Smoke simulations are also relevant, because the parallelization techniques for the underlying fluid simulations can be used when simulating wind.
Snow Modeling
Our model for real-time visualization of snow consists of three main components based on known methods from previous work; falling snow, wind, and accumulating snow. These components are based on known theory from previous work, that is suitable for real-time application and parallelization. However, some visual quality may be sacrificed to reach the necessary performance.
Simulation Model
The method presented in [3] is used for falling snow simulation. This method has been chosen because we need to track the 3D positions of snowflakes to decide where to accumulate snow. In this model, the position and velocity of each individual snowflake is tracked and updated according to the forces described in Section 2.1, by using Newton's 2. law of motion.
For wind simulation, CFD is chosen, and is largely based on [5, 6] , with the vorticity confinement term left out. The main reason is that it is a well-tried theory, and some work on parallelizing the algorithms has been attempted. Refer to the original articles or [15] for a more thorough derivation of these algorithms. Basically, it consists in approximating the incompressible Euler equations:
The main steps in this algorithm are:
1. Solve for the first term in Equation 3 by self-advecting the velocities backwards in time using the unconditionally stable method of [5] , creating a temporary velocity field u * . 2. Create right hand side vector of linear system resulting from the Poisson equation derived in [4, 5, 6 ]. 3. Solve the Poisson equation using the SOR algorithm. SOR is chosen because of its parallel properties, as described later. 4. Project u * into a new velocity field u for the next frame, using the result from step 3.
For snow accumulation, the height matrix method from [10] is used. For each frame, the objects are checked for intersections with snowflakes. If a hit occurs, the nearest snow height value is increased. In the original paper, it was suggested that the method should be extended with wind, as is realized in this paper.
Rendering
Realistic and efficient rendering of individual snowflakes is beyond the scope of this paper. The rendering has therefore been kept simple, by representing snowflakes with three rectangles that are perpendicular to each other. As most snowflakes are far away from the viewer, this approach works well. Rendering of the snow cover is realized in the same way as in [10] , which creates a triangulation based on the snow height values. Rendering is done using the shading capabilities of OpenGL, but to calculate normal vectors quickly, an approximation based on gradient vectors is used. Figure 1 shows how we have put together the components for the snow model. The pieces are not new, but, as far as we know, a real-time snow model including all of these features together has not been proposed before.
Complete Snow Model
The first step for computing a new time-step, is to update the wind field. This is achieved with the four step fluid simulation already described. To update the snowflake positions, the velocity field of the wind simulation is used in the falling snow algorithm from [3] . When the snowflakes have been moved, they are checked for collisions with objects in the scene. If there has been a collision, the nearest height value is increased. After the intersection testing has completed, a triangle representation is created of the height values. Finally, the snowflakes and snow cover triangles are rendered using OpenGL.
Profiling
To see how the implementation behaves without regard to any parallelization, it was profiled in sequential mode. The GNU Profiler (gprof) was used to generate the profile, with one processor and our default size scene with a 40x40x10 wind field resolution, 20,000 snowflakes, and 12,050 triangles in the snow cover. The distribution of time spent is shown in Figure 2 .
The profile shows that the simulation of snowflake movement and wind field simulation are the most resource hungry components of the model, together occupying 79% of the execution time.
Parallelization
To achieve better performance and allow real-time simulation of bigger scenes, the algorithms are parallelized. The computationally significant routines are loops over arrays of model data and because computations in each iteration are independent of the other iterations, they can easily be distributed among threads. However, it is not obvious how the successive over-relaxation (SOR) algorithm can be parallelized similarly. Our approach here is to disregard any data dependencies in the algorithm. Even though this may yield incorrect results, it has proved to be a sound optimization, without any visible degradation.
One great source of parallel inefficiency is rendering. Because only one thread is allowed to make calls to OpenGL, all but one thread must wait while this thread is doing the rendering. However, the wind computations for the following time-step do not depend on the completion of the rendering step. We therefore use the same idea as presented in [14] . By letting fluid simulation computations for the next time-step start before rendering has completed, we eliminate processor idle time. This is illustrated in Figure 3 and 4. Also, by using double buffering, we can overlap snowflake computations and rendering. Figure 5 shows the visual results of our snow simulation. Performance results are given in Figure 6 , which shows that, for the largest scene, we get a 1.79 speedup on a dual CPU computer. The performance gain of introducing the task-parallelism is actually 29%, which is much better than we would expect because the rendering takes only 8% of the time in sequential mode in Figure  2 . Also, for the two largest scene sizes, the parallel simulations reach real-time frame-rates, while the sequential do not.
Results
Discussion
This project has successfully demonstrated that it is possible to combine complex snow simulations with the requirements of real-time performance in order to obtain realistic, real-time calculated snow scenarios. The key point to achieving this is to keep both the simulation calculations as well as the rendering simple by , for instance, stopping the wind simulation after the wind field has reached a stable state and only using three triangles for each snow flake. Intersection testing was, however, not performed with vertical surfaces. Including this would Fig. 5 . Simulated snow scene, running at 37.5fps. The scene includes 30,000 snowflakes, 20,800 snow cover triangles, and the wind field resolution is 48x48x12 grid points, running on a 3.2GHz P4 dual CPU workstation. This is the large scene in Figure 6 . 6 . Speedup comparison between data-parallel and task-parallel implementation on a Pentium Xeon 3.2GHz dual CPU workstation with NVidia Quadro FX3400 graphics make snow scenes more realistic than the one depicted in Figure 5 by making snow stick on vertical surfaces as well. Even though the snow simulation runs in real-time, it may be problematic to use it in other contexts. The reason for this is that it utilizes two CPUs to their maximum, leaving no resources for other tasks. Feasible solutions to this may be to use more CPUs or cores, as future processors are likely to have much more than two cores. The growth of multi-core systems was in fact one of the main motivations for this project, but the circumstances did not allow trying this new architecture. Concerning rendering, the limiting factor seems to be the data traffic to the GPU, so a possible solution here might be to use the GPU to take some load off the CPUs.
Small
Conclusions and Future Work
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, a snow model intended for real-time applications was presented. Our model combined falling snow, wind simulation, and snow accumulation techniques from previous work. The model is regarded as a contribution, because previous work either has focused one or two of these aspects or has not been intended for real-time use.
Second, a proof-of-concept implementation was created, that demonstrates that the snow model is feasible for real-time frame rates on today's modern workstations. This was achieved by parallelizing the algorithms involved in the simulation for shared-memory architectures.
Among candidates for future work, is analyzing multi-core CPU systems in more detail, as the circumstances only allowed explorations of dual CPU systems. Also, other higher level threading libraries such as OpenMP could be investigated further. Another highly relevant direction that is not considered here, is to use the GPU to accelerate the computations.
Related to the snow model, the wind computations could be terminated if the wind field converges to a stable state, to save computation time. A more advanced accumulation model would be highly beneficial, in particular the stability computations and arbitrary surface accumulation from [11] are interesting.
